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WKU probes
into Title IX
violations by
Swim Team
BY HERALD STAFF
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Walk a Mile in Her Shoes participants strut past Cherry Hall on Tuesday. Walk A Mile is an annual event in which male students
walk from Centennial Mall to Cherry Hall in high heels to raise awareness about sexual assault. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

S

tudents walking by Centennial Mall on Tuesday might have been perplexed to see tables with stacks of shoeboxes and folded T-shirts set up, a
podium on a small stage with music playing, and people milling around.
They might have been even more befuddled when they saw the crowd
of 50 or more men set out from Centennial Mall wearing high heels. Such
sights were simply part of this year’s Walk a Mile In Her Shoes event.
This is the fifth year WKU has participated in the national event, which
seeks to raise awareness about rape, sexual assault and gender violence, as
well as provide an opportunity for discussion.
Registration cost $20, which paid for the red heels and red T-shirts the
male participants would wear. Non-participating students could buy a
white T-shirt for $10. All of the proceeds support Hope Harbor, the community crisis counseling center.
SEE HEELS PAGE A2

SGA candidates balance campaign financing
BY SHELBY ROGERS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Like all elections, Student Government Association candidates’ wins
come with a price tag.
Current SGA president Nicki Taylor
said posters, flyers and other promotional materials can run a high bill, especially for hotly contested races.
“I ran unopposed, so I didn’t spend
a single cent,” she said. “But everyone
knows about the [2013] Cain [Alvey]
and Keyana [Boka] race.”
SGA presidential candidates can’t
spend more than $350. Executive vice
president candidates have a $300 cap,
and administrative vice president candidates can’t exceed $250. Senatorial
candidates can only spend $50 or less,
according to the spring 2014 Election

SEE SGA PAGE A2

Members of the WKU Swim Team
are currently undergoing a Title IX
investigation, according to university
officials.
The original hazing allegation filed
against members of the WKU Swimming and Diving team is still under
investigation by the Bowling Green
Police Department.
Collin Craig, a former student and
swim team member, filed the hazing
allegation in January of this year. Craig,
from Meadow Vista, California, alleges that members of the swim team
forced him to drink alcohol, assaulted
him and hazed him multiple times
throughout last semester, according
to police reports. The incidents reportedly took place off-campus.
At the time of publication on
Wednesday, Ronnie Ward, public information officer for BGPD, said the
case had just opened up for an information request. The Herald is pursuing the records and will follow with up
reporting on WKUHerald.com as soon
as those documents are received. FOIA
law requires that the documents must
be made public within three business
days after the filing.
On Monday, the Herald contacted
Whitney Tarpy, the assistant director
of Athletic Media Relations, regarding the punishment. Tarpy declined to
comment on the grounds of an ongoing Title IX investigation.
The Herald also requested records

SEE SWIM PAGE A2
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Centennial Mall was flooded on Tuesday with signs advocating for students to
vote in the Student Government Association election. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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HEELS

Continued from front
By making men walk a mile in high
heels, the event fosters discussion
about rape, sexual assault, gender violence and ways to prevent and recover
from it.
This year, about 45 men registered to
take part. Students could also walk up
to the event and register. Several participants came back after participating in previous years.
Karl Laves, assistant director of the
WKU Counseling and Testing Center,
has taken part in this event once before. He said he participates because it
gives voice to an important issue.
“We just don’t talk about it enough.
It’s easily ignored,” he said. “A group of
guys coming out like this and making
a statement, it really skews the bias
and contradicts ‘boys will be boys.’”
Garrett Haug, a Nolensville, Tennessee senior, also returned to the event.
“I’ve actually done it all four years
I’ve been here,” he said.
Alex Kennedy, coordinator of Student Activities, said there were an impressive number of guys participating.
“They have more registers this year
than years past,” she said.
Once the men had donned shirts
and heels and took a few tottering
practice steps, they gathered around
the stage to hear Elizabeth Madariaga,
event coordinator, speak.
“This is students, staff and faculty
showing that WKU is not going to tol-

SWIM

Continued from front
of documents “related to the judiciary findings of Western Kentucky University regarding the hazing report
of the WKU Swimming and Diving
Team” on Monday. The request was
denied on the basis of an ongoing
investigation.
On Tuesday, the Herald requested
records of "any and all electronic
correspondence" between Todd
Stewart, athletic director, and Bruce
Marchionda, head coach of WKU’s
Swim and Diving Team, between the
dates of March 9 and March 30 containing the terms "facilities," "practice," “swim,” “barred,” “suspended,”
“hazing,” “punishment,” “men’s” or
“banned.” The request was denied
on the basis of an ongoing investigation.

SGA

Continued from front

Hebron senior Connor Snyder balances on a traffic barrier along Normal St. during
Walk A Mile In Her Shoes, Tuesday, March 31. “I want to say it's fun, but I'm a little
sore afterwards,” Snyder said. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
erate sexual assault and violence on could— across the finish line. As soon
campus,” Madariaga, Sexual Assault as they were across, they immediately
Services coordinator, said. “It affects tugged off their shoes with obvious reall of us, and this is a good way to lief.
stand up and speak out.”
Allan Moreno, a junior from NashShe signaled for the men to start ville, said he learned a lot from this
their long trek up the hill, and specta- experience.
tors watched as the men click-clacked
“At first, I thought it would be a piece
their way across the sidewalk.
of cake,” he said. “You know, girls alAfter about 20 minutes, the men ways wear heels at dances, and after
came into sight again at the other side like 30 minutes they’re like ‘I gotta take
of Centennial Mall, and people started these off,’ and I never knew why. Now I
to cheer them on. As they got closer, understand why. This definitely has an
participants jogged— as best they impact on the point of view of guys.”

The Herald received tips that the
men’s swim team was recently punished. In response, the Herald requested any records of any administrative
punishments on WKU’s swim teams
within the last two years on Tuesday.
The Herald received a response that
no administrative punishments have
been administered within the last two
years from Stewart.
On Wednesday, the Herald contacted Marchionda via phone to confirm
if there were any truths to the tips.
Marchionda said the tips were not
true.
Marchionda echoed the statement
that the investigation was ongoing.
“The university is investigating and
we’ll find out what they find out when
they finish,” he said.
Huda Melky, director and Title IX
coordinator, is on vacation and was
unavailable for comment.

Crime report
• Elizabeth Paris, manager of Budgets and Resources for the Chief
Information Technology Office,
reported on March 30 the theft of
a university credit card.

Go to wkuherald.com
to view an interactive
campus crime map

Packet.
“Cain spent every dime of his
$350 because you’d be surprised
how much high-quality posters
and handbills cost, [he] comped
a photojournalism student to
take pictures of him and a design
major to design his materials,”
Taylor said.
Like Alvey, current candidates
must record every expenditure
and donation on an election expenditure sheet.
Some senators find $50 too
small a restriction.
“A lot of senator candidates
have come up to me and say
that $50 isn’t enough, that it’s
just a few nice flyers,” Taylor
said.
Candidates can also accept
donations from students and
student organizations but with
stipulations.
“No student or organization
shall contribute more than $100
in total donations,” the document said. “Total contributions
may not exceed the spending
limit for the office being sought
as prescribed above.”
Taylor said organizations do
not include academic departments directly funded through
university tuition. Organizations
like Honors Toppers and Campus Activities Board, however,
can donate.
Despite the cost of elections,
Taylor called this year’s election
season “highly competitive.”
“I haven’t known of a senate
election as competitive as this
since I’ve been involved,” she
said. “We had well over 30 senators vying for 20 spots.”
That competition engages students in voting, and Taylor said
there are more positive effects
in addition to gaining new SGA
members.
“I’m very excited to have such
a competitive election because
the publicity of the event overall has been great,” she said.
“People are talking about SGA
elections which leads to the
follow-up question of ‘what is
SGA?’”

JESUS
lived, died, and is
RISEN!
͘͘͘ďĞĐĂƵƐĞĞǀĞƌǇůŝĨĞŵĂƩĞƌƐ
John 3:16 For God so loved the world that he gave his one
and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish
but have eternal life.
CHRISTIAN FACULTY AND STAFF
FELLOWSHIP MEMBERS:
Dr. Richard Aldridge, Accounting
Nancy Alfonso, Student Financial Assistance
Gayle Allison, Communication
Dr. Janet Applin, Teacher Education
Dr. Nedra Atwell, Teacher Education
Dr. John Baker, Professional Studies
Dr. Lauren Bland, Communication Sciences
& Disorders
Dr. Dawn Bolton, Management
J
Dr. Scott Bonham, Physics & Astronomy
Patty Booth, Human Resources
Dr. Crista Briggs, Nursing
Amanda Brooks, Chemistry
Dan Burgess, Nursing
Dr. Stuart Burris, Chemistry
Dr. Larry Caillouet, Communication
Richard Callahan, Accounting
Leisha Carr, Professional Studies
Dr. Yining Chen, Accounting
Torie Cockriel, President’s Office
Dr. Walter Collett, Engineering
Dr. Thad Crews, Jr., Computer Info. Systems
Dr. Darwin Dahl, Chemistry
Mike Dale, Academic Affairs
Dr. Tabitha Daniel, Teacher Education
Pam Davidson, Purchasing
Dr. Randy Deere, Kinesiology, Recreation & Sport

Dr. Lacretia Dye, Counseling and Student Affairs
Dana Emberton-Tinius, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Dr. Xingang Fan, Geography & Geology
James Fulkerson, Professional Studies
Dr. Sylvia Gaiko, Academic Affairs
Martina Gibson, Gordon Ford College of Business,
Dean’s Office
Tony Glisson, Human Resources
Dr. Sherrie Ellen Godbey, Academic Readiness
Rebekah Golla, KIIS
Dr. Vijay Golla, Public Health
John Gottfried, Library
Stephanie Hammons, Honors College
Twyla Harris, Mathematics
Allison Hatcher, Communication Sciences & Disorders
Dr. Bob Hatfield, Management
Dr. Gary Hughes, Communication
Dr. Aaron Hughey, Counseling and Student Affairs
Dr. Tom Hunley, English
Dr. Allen Hunt, Accounting
Gabrielle Hunt, Potter College
Dr. Tammy Jeffries, Communication
Dr. Pamela Jukes, Teacher Education
James Kenney, Journalism & Broadcasting
Cindy Kimbler, Campus and Community Events
Dr. Victoria LaPoe, Journalism and Broadcasting
Dr. Grace Lartey, Public Health
Candace Rogers Lee, Teacher Certification Officer
Dr. Harold Little, Accounting
Mike Loftis, Academic Technology
Jace Lux, Director of Admissions

Dr. Lucile Maples, Teacher Education
Dr. Craig Martin, Marketing and Sales
Dr. Margaret Maxwell, Teacher Education
Dr. Richard C. Miller, Academic Affairs
Dr. William Mkanta, Public Health
Marci Moorehead, Purchasing
Dr. Lisa Murley, Teacher Education
Dewayne Neeley, DELO
Heather Nicklies, WKU Store
Dr. James Farley Norman, Psychological Sciences
Dr. Tony Norman, Educational Leadership Doctoral
Program
Dr. Thomas Noser, Economics
Linda Oldham, Public Television
Gaye Pearl, Educational Leadership Doctoral
Program
Wade Pinkard, HR Employee Wellness
Dr. R. Wayne Pope, Music
Lisa Powers, Athletics
Troy Robertson, Engineering
Dr. Julia Roberts, Teacher Education
Dr. Leigh Anne Roden, Communication Sciences
& Disorders
Zack Ryle, Gatton Academy
Dr. Kevin Schmaltz, Engineering
Amber Scott, Academic Affairs and Provost Office
Dr. Rick Shannon, Chair, Department of Marketing
Carnetta Skipworth, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Kandy Smith, Teacher Education
Dr. Chad Snyder, Chemistry
Dr. John Spraker, Mathematics

Dr. Brad Stinnett, Kinesiology, Recreation & Sport
Dr. Joseph Stokes, Mathematics
Dr. Liz Sturgeon, Nursing
Dr. Ritchie Taylor, Public Health
Dr. Evelyn Thrasher, Computer Information Systems
Dr. Joseph Trafton, Philosophy & Religion
Dr. Richard Troutman, History
Sarah Ward, Clinical Education
Jenna Warrenfeltz, Director of 21st Century Media
Dr. Thomas Weakley, Leadership Studies
Chonda White, Professional Studies
Kenneth Whitley, Allied Health
Alice Lee Williams, WKU Store
Jan Wilson, Mathematics
Dr. Stacy Wilson, Engineering
Dr. Larry Winn, Communication
Dr. Andrew Wulff, Geography & Geology
Marie Yager, Professional Studies
Dr. Rui Zhang, Chemistry
Dr. Qin Zhao, Psychology

For the Rest of the Easter Story:

For More Information about CFSF:

Try Making Your Own Resurrection Cookies:

http://www.whoisjesusreally.com

http://wku.edu/cfsf

http://www.wikihow.com/
Make-Easter-Story-Cookies
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Indiana ‘religious freedom’ bill sparks discussion
BY NICOLE ARES
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU students are speaking
out about controversial legislation in the neighboring state
of Indiana.
Indiana Gov. Mike Pence
recently signed the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act into
law. This law does not strictly
discriminate based on sexual
orientation, but opponents
fear that it could give businesses the ability to refuse service or employment to homosexuals because of religious
beliefs.
“I support religious liberty,
and I support this law,” Pence

told the newspaper The Indianapolis Star. "But we are
in discussions with legislative
leaders this weekend to see if
there's a way to clarify the intent of the law."
Jon Hoehn, Indiana native
and junior at WKU, believes
that by allowing religious freedom to public business owners, there’s bound to be separation between people with
different beliefs.
“We have worked so hard
and so long as a country to
end segregation across America,” Hoehn said. “Why bring in
a new practice that could start
it all over again?”
Indiana is the 20th state
to enact an RFRA. However,

many of these other
acted. But many
states also approved
Kentucky cities, infairness
ordinances
cluding Lexington
that prohibit acts of
and Louisville, have
discrimination based
also passed addion sexual orientation.
tional legislation to
Indiana has no such
prevent discriminalaw.
tory acts in the pubBriley Fichter, a
lic establishments of
sophomore from New- Dora James their cities.
burgh, Indiana, thinks WKU's Fairness
Bowling Green is
it’s an individual's right
the
largest city in
Campaign
to stand up for his or
Kentucky that still
organizer
her beliefs.
has no fairness ordi“But to refuse somenance in place.
one because of individual
In January, members of the
beliefs is hypocritical and not Bowling Green Fairness Coaliappropriate for the business tion went to the City Commissetting,” said Fichter.
sion with hopes to pass a fairKentucky is one of the 20 ness ordinance, but according
states that have an RFRA en- to the Bowling Green Daily

News, “no action was taken on
the issue during the meeting.”
Dora James, Western Kentucky’s Fairness Campaign
organizer, is one of the major
supporters of the equality regulation.
"In Bowling Green, it is legal
to kick someone out of their
house or fire someone from
their job for being gay, and
a lot of people are surprised
that this is legal,” James said.
“I think that the Indiana law
brings light to other states that
are going through the same
issues… and ultimately I believe that Kentucky will pass
an LGBT fairness law.”

SGA inducts new senators, wraps up election
BY ANNA LAWSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
On the way to class, it is almost impossible not to see signs, sidewalk
chalk or posters encouraging students
to vote for certain candidates running
for various Student Government Association positions.
“Just encourage everyone to participate in elections and voting,” said Nolan Miles, executive vice president, at
Tuesday’s SGA meeting.
Jay Todd Richey, speaker of the
senate, and Brian Chism, student affairs committee chair, wrapped up
their campaigns for SGA president
on Wednesday. Miles, the current vice
president, was seeking reelection and
ran unopposed. Liz Koehler, administrative vice president, and senator
William Berry, were running for administrative vice president. Twenty
senate seats were also being contested. Election results, which were not
available at press time, are posted online at WKUherald.com.
SGA President Nicki Taylor said it
was nice taking a backseat during the

election cycle.
“It is really weird to this time not be
running for anything, but it’s nice to
just kind of sit back and enjoy all the
posters and yard signs and sidewalk
chalk and all that good stuff going up,”
said Taylor during Tuesday’s meeting.
Taylor also introduced two senators
she put up for appointment. Daniel
Aroh and Dedais Hudgins were both
sworn in unanimously.
“I want to get more involved in
campus,” said Aroh. “I want to be able
to translate the student body’s word to
SGA and speak for the students here
at Western Kentucky.”
Hudgins, who was in the military
before coming to WKU, said he wants
to continue his leadership skills.
“Really and truly, I just want to help
people in the long run,” he said. “I’d
rather help like you all do, like write
bills, continue to help people even after I leave.”
Abdul Olanrewaju was also elected senator later in the meeting with
unanimous consent. He is a member
of the African Student Union.
“Regardless what they say about

I want to be able to translate the student body’s word to SGA and speak for
the students here at Western Kentucky."
- Daniel Aroh SGA Senator
Africa, some of it is true, some of it is
false and when you come over here
that’s the aim is to teach everybody
what the true Africa is,” he said referring to the African Student Union.
Tyler Scaff, campus improvements committee chair, said he has
scheduled a Campus Safety Walk for
Wednesday, April 22 at 6:30 p.m. beginning in Centennial Mall. During
the walk, WKU officials and SGA representatives will tour the campus and
look for locations needing safety improvements.
For the month of April, SGA will be
using reusable bags and containers.
This is part of a pilot program to cre-

ate a more sustainable campus and
decrease waste. If the program is successful, it may be implemented campus wide.
Bill 5-15-S, Funding from Organizational Aid Appropriations for Habitat
for Humanity International Inc WKU,
Financial management Association,
Nonprofit Student Association, Wesley Foundation, Model Arab League,
Black Student Alliance and WKU Red
Wave was passed with unanimous
consent. The bill states the SGA will
allocate $1,330 to the aforementioned
organizations.
SGA’s next meeting will be held
Tuesday, April 7.

WKU introduces competency-based degree
BY JESSICA VOORHEES
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU piloted a competency-based
education course this year as part of
the Kentucky Commonwealth College
initiative to provide flexible programs
for adult learners.
Competency-based learning allows students to earn credit based on
mastery of skills acquired at their own
pace, instead of a set number of credit
hours completed.
Richard Miller, vice provost for Academic Affairs and chief diversity officer, said many higher education
administrators are looking into the
program as an alternative to credithour based learning.
"It's a fluid academic initiative, and
it's become more and more popular,"
he said.

Gordon Emslie, academic provost,
said student and employer interest
drove the development of the program.
"More and more employers are telling us it's not how many credit hours
you have on your transcript; it's what
what you know and what you do, your
skills and competencies," he said.
Emslie said the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce issued the Urgent Call for Action study about two
years ago for 9,000 advanced jobs in
the manufacturing industry.
"We can't expect to fill that through
the traditional college student pipeline," he said.
WKU developed the Advanced Manufacturing On Demand degree in response to the regional demand for jobs
in that field.
Emslie said the competencies are
also not currently recognized as valid

criteria for a transcript, so WKU broke
down the Advanced Manufacturing
degree program into one credit hour
modules, each of which is two or three
competencies.
"We've got to get some of the folks
already out there in the industry back
to school to acquire these high-level
skills and apply them to advance their
career,” Emslie said.
The online course provides an opportunity for nontraditional students
who may have other jobs or family
obligations to obtain degrees on their
own time.
The Council on Postsecondary Education requested millions to fund the
Kentucky Commonwealth College initiative for competency-based courses
but didn’t receive any money.
However, WKU and the University of
Louisville, which developed a program
in the healthcare sector, introduced

courses despite the lack of outside
funds.
Emslie said the Department of Education approved WKU as a trial site for
a financial aid disbursement model
where federal aid recipients will receive funds along with their competency-based education.
Federal financial aid is usually distributed on a semester by semester
credit-hour basis, so through this program students will receive aid despite
not following a credit-hour program.
Emslie said competency-based
learning is the future of higher education because it provides students the
ability to gain skills instead of credit
hours.
"We're getting closer to the idea that
what you're really doing is acquiring
skills in college," he said.
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ARE the media to blame for shattered self-esteem?
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM

According to a 2013
eMarketer study, a research firm, the average American spends
approximately 12 hours
a day looking at major
MORGAN media including digital
PROFUMO devices, TV, radio and
print. Ultimately, we
spend about half of our
Checking Up: day indulged in media,
and we the people have
Conscious
little control as to what
choices for
better living we are being exposed
to.
The advertisements we watch on a daily basis present unrealistic expectations
of how the human body should look and
act. Women and men are shown to us in
ways that are supposed to portray perfection. These unreasonable standards
shift society’s values to a more materialistic and consumerist culture.
We often see products being sold
through the over-sexualization of women. This sales approach only enhances
gender stereotypes, which act as the
roots of consumerism and tell us which
products are meant for a man and which
products are meant for a woman.
Dustie Hoffman, a junior, said her
figure is one thing she is most self-conscious about.
“As a woman, I personally feel like I
have to meet a standard of perfection
when it comes to the way I look. Victoria
Secret always mails me magazines and
every time I look at them I wonder how it
is even possible to look the way they do. I
think all women see things like that and
immediately become uncomfortable in
their own body.”
According to the National Eating Disorder Association, the media play a large
role in women being dissatisfied with
their bodies. A woman’s craving for selfacceptance can be satisfied if she looks
like the women that society have placed
on a pedestal—the women we see on TV.
Being exposed to this type of negative
media has the potential to lead to selfhatred, which may result in body mutilation, starvation and even taking extreme
measures to morph physical traits into
something they think society can tolerate.
It is often overlooked, but the same

unrealistic expectations
that are placed upon
women are also
placed upon
m e n .
Most
of the
m e n
that we
see
in
the media
are chiseled, tan and
are able to attract any type of
partner they desire.
There are also advertisements directed
towards men that market
products that will “fix” their
physical appearance, such as
supplements that will make them
stronger.
According to the National Center for
Biotechnology Information, during the
adolescent years, there is a significant
increase for girls in regards to body
dissatisfaction, and there is a slight decrease in boys. In general, boys are less
concerned about their physical appearance during their teenage years.
“Men on TV are always athletic, have
nice bodies and never have any acne or
anything wrong with them,” says Jeremiah Wayne, a junior at Gatton Academy.
“Men are portrayed as being ‘sexy,’ but
it’s easier for boys to overlook stuff like
that than it is for girls because girls
are usually more self-conscious. I
can’t say that I have ever felt bad
about myself because of something I have seen on TV, but I definitely think the media portrays
men unrealistically.”
Although media is definitely
not going anywhere, there are
companies and products,
such as The Dove Campaign
For Real Beauty, that are on
a mission to prove that each
individual is beautiful the
way they are and that falling
under societal pressures to be
a fictitious version of yourself is
absolutely no way to live. As college students, we can attempt to
make a change by focusing on
bettering ourselves internally, putting aside our reliance on products
that attempt to fix us externally.

@TheGrappleMan: Will there
ever be a day that there isn't an
elementary school field trip on
WKU's campus?— 30 Mar 2015

@Kickerson1: I transferred from
LWC to WKU. It's like I'm picking
schools based on how shitty the
parking is.— 30 Mar 2015

@JAyers_40:I love when its sunny outside. WKU is a completely
different campus.— 31 Mar 2015
@Real_Music_Love: This hill is
out of control at WKU.— 31 Mar
2015
@iAmPaulSwartz: I love the fact
that we have so many places to
eat here at wku.— 31 Mar 2015
@AustinSanderss1: the tweets
on WKU confessions of the
anonymous guys tweeting
about how beautiful a girl is
cracks me up #TeamNoGame—
31 Mar 2015
@nicholas_9561: WKU housing
is trash. I feel deeply sorry for
anyone living in the dorms. I'll
pray for you all.— 31 Mar 2015
@WKU_Plantation: "You can
give a great handjob, but if the
guy doesn't finish it's a waste.
Like a pitcher throwing a nono thru 8, but loses 1-0 in the
9th"— 1 Apr 2015
@hgeis11: WKU BRING BACK
CHICK-FIL-A CHICKEN MINIS FOR
BREAKFAST!! Who in there right
mind would get rid of those,
what harm did they cause??— 1
Apr 2015
@Kyle_Sewell07:"The Hill is
alive, with the sight of hammocks. Not a tree to be free. For
a thousand years." #wku #eno
#Hammock #spring— 1 Apr 2015

NOT YOUR TYPICAL WOMAN

‘The 100’ flips gender norms in dystopian life
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM
“The 100” is a young
adult-oriented drama
checkered with futuristic elements immersed
in rustic pre-civilized
scenery. It’s an odd
WILL
pairing that works to
HYDE
create a world truly on
the edge of revival and
Not Your
destruction. The show
Typical
follows humanity’s efWoman:
fort at rebuilding life
Leading ladies after nuclear fallout
nearly a century prior.
with super
The world, since the
powers
destruction, is split
into multiple societies (some of which are still unknown).
The series highlights characters mostly
belonging to the sky-people and the
grounder tribes.

Recently finishing its second season,
the latest chapter is almost exclusively
framed around an impending conflict
with another surviving tribe known as
the mountain men. The two groups,
sky-people and grounders, must work
to fight the enemy of their enemy despite mutual distrust.
“100” provides an interesting dystopia— one where women play vital roles
in society. In many apocalyptic societies, men take aggressive leadership
roles and supplement specialized skills
to survive. In this series, women have
picked up the most demanding and
powerful positions while men are often seated in the background or working menial jobs. Both the sky-people
and grounders are led by women commanders, each of which are sided with
female officers and captains. Clarke and
her mom, Abbey, have taken a pseudopresidential role while Lexa and her female warrior chiefs lead the grounders.
Clarke Griffin, the central character

on the show has become a symbol for
the struggling sky-people as they go
from dying on a space station in orbit
to dying on the earth’s surface. The skypeople have dealt with many, almost
endless issues on their journey back to
the surface, and Clarke has become the
face of hard decisions and sacrifice.
Lexa, the newly appointed grounder
chief, is a reflection of Clarke. In most
ways they are alike— reasonable and
determined. They will both do anything
to protect their own. But they also symbolize different approaches in leadership. Clarke is determined to protect everyone while Lexa aims for the greater
good.
Women are not just limited to leadership—many of the most vital players in
each society are women who have specialized skills. For grounders, Raven is a
top-grade engineer and technician, Octavia is a bonafide warrior and grounder ambassador and Abby is the most
skilled doctor on earth at this point.

The show makes larger gender distinctions—the main groups, the skypeople and the grounders, who are arguably the protagonists of the second
season, are directly opposite the new
antagonists, the mountain men. The
mountain men are headed by a series
of manly forces—even their tribal name
is masculine. The men took a military
base when the nuclear fallout began
and held steadfast for nearly a century.
Because they have failed to adapt to life
in the atomic wasteland, they lack the
strength and malleability of the female
led sky-people and grounders. In perhaps the strongest feminist angle of the
show, the female leaders are juxtaposed
with the mountain president, Dante, his
son Cage and the legion of army men
bunkered in the underground base.
The show completely reverses gender tropes common in modern sci-fi—
women lead adaptable societies that
survive pragmatically, while men lack
the versatility to make it.
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CLASSIFIEDS
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HELP WANTED
Aqualand Pools
Now hiring for full time and part time retail clerk and
outside service positions. Chemistry/Biology experience
helpful but not required. Fun atmosphere. Great summer
job. Apply in person from 10-6 at
Aqualand Pools 1260 Campbell Lane, Bowling
Green, KY

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

SUDOKU

ACROSS
1 Dancing shoe
item
4 Initially
11 Doo-wop
syllable
14 Modern address
15 Seedless raisin
16 Oakley forte
17 Cape Town’s
nation: Abbr.
18 Farm hauler
19 Jurist in 1995
news
20 Area
23 “Come __!”
24 Govt. stipend
provider
25 __ Addict:
fragrance brand
27 Spot relative
28 Hound
31 Fictional
Melbourne Dame
32 SONIC’s
Quarter Pound
Coneys, e.g.
37 “Sweet as apple
cider” girl of song
38 Extinct emu
relative
39 1985 sci-fi
classic
48 “Argo” setting
49 Flying Cloud,
for one
50 “... __ is
given”: Isaiah
51 Sub builder
52 It may be
pitched
55 High-level
predator
56 Hamlet’s

satisfied comment
about the starts
of 20-, 32- and
39-Across?
61 Dadaism
founder
62 Virgin
America’s
frequent-flyer
program
63 Pipe turn
64 Commuter’s
choice
65 Backs out
66 “The Murders
in the __ Morgue”
67 Star quality
68 Ballpark
officials
69 Old atlas abbr.
DOWN
1 Alienate
2 Hall of fame
3 Tenor Domingo
4 Concerning
5 Gang lands
6 Reasons for
breakdowns
7 Result of many
a bite
8 Deserve
9 Storm output
10 Hawaiian root
11 Took marriage
vows
12 Top-ten tune
13 Latin trio word
21 Unit of speed
22 Had too much
26 Dorm figs.
29 Words of woe
30 Idle, with “off”
33 Fired

START

FINISH

34 Potpourri
quality
35 “The Great”
boy detective
36 Greek
consonant
39 Bridge column
datum
40 Decorator’s
recommendation
41 Nymph
in Homer’s
“Odyssey”
42 Baby bootee,
often
43 “Wait, there’s
more”
44 Ticker __
45 Loan sharks
46 Eponymous
city founder
47 Co-dependency

figure
53 Oklahoma tribe
54 Playful fisheater
57 “His,” per
Ambrose Bierce
58 Juice you can’t
drink: Abbr.
59 Attorney
general after Barr
60 Gas company
with a greenbordered logo
61 Profiled penny
prez

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD
SOLUTION
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'Fool for Love' makes way to WKU Studio Series
BY ABBY PONDER
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Caleb Pless, a senior from
Nashville, is bringing a production of Sam Shepard’s
“Fool for Love” to WKU’s
campus as a part of the WKU
Department of Theatre and
Dance’s Studio Series.
“[The play] talks a lot about
different people’s versions of
reality,” Pless, the play’s director, said. “One person might
have one view of the world
and someone else might have
a completely different view.
Who is to say whose view is
right?”
Pless first encountered the
play during an acting class his
sophomore year, and he said
he’s excited to see it brought
to life on stage.
“It was really cool for me
coming from the acting and

You won’t forget the story—it’ll
stick with you.”

- Paige Brouillette

performing side,” Pless said.
“Instead of being the one up
there performing, I’m on the
other side of the table.”
The play examines a critical
point in the lives of its central
characters, May and Eddie.
The playwright, Sam Shepard,
originally wrote the play for
stage in 1983 and later starred
in its 1985 film adaptation
alongside Kim Basinger.
Paige Brouillette, a freshman from Nashville, plays
May in WKU’s rendition of the
show.
“May is very strong,” she

said. “She’s been through a lot
of crap, just a lot of problems
in her past, but she hasn’t let it
break her.”
The play explores how people impact one another, said
Julie Pride, publicist for the
WKU Department of Theatre
and Dance.
“I think it’s important for
people to realize going into
the show that it’s not a healthy
relationship,” Brouillette said.
“This is not a romantic play.”
Josiah Howlett, a freshman
from Lexington and a member of the cast, said he be-

lieves the play’s dramatic storyline will appeal to audience
members.
“I would say ‘Fool for Love’
is a very good fit for people
our age because there’s a lot
of drama,” he said with a
laugh. “There’s a lot of action
just packed into one hour.”
Pless described the play as
full of mystery and twists.
“You won’t forget the
story—it’ll stick with you,”
Brouillette said.
Brouillette and Howlett
both said their roles have
proven to be challenging and

rewarding due to the serious
nature of the performance.
“It’s good to go out of your
comfort zone and try something new,” Howlett said.
The cast and crew have
been rehearsing “Fool for
Love” since the end of February, Howlett said.
“He [Caleb] is on top of
things and has been very clear
on what he wants,” Brouillette said. “It’s like working
with a professional director.”
“Fool for Love” will be performed on April 6-7 in Gordon Wilson Hall’s Lab Theatre, with shows beginning at
8 p.m. Tickets are $5.
“If you’re on the fence because you haven’t seen a lot of
theatre, [this] is an inexpensive way to try it out,” Pride
said. “It’s another way to see
what creative people are doing.”

Campus organization provides familiar atmosphere
BY LASHANA HARNEY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
One campus organization is in the
process of reforming to provide students with camaraderie and community.
The African Students’ Union is a
campus organization that enables African students to feel at home while
they are studying and living in America, said the current ASU president and
Ghana sophomore Henry Nottinson.
The organization also extended
membership to non-African students,
so they can learn about African culture.
“Africa is the motherland,” Nottinson said. “It is the land that gives birth
to every place, so everyone is free to
join.”
ASU formed three semesters ago by
four students: Nneka Nwosisi, Itunu

Africa is the motherland, it is the land that gives
birth to every place, so everyone is free to join.”
- Henry Nottinson, ASU President
Francis, Michelle Egbujor and Jessica
Anderson.
“It formally started with Nneka,”
Nottinson said. “She felt like she didn’t
have any African friends here, so she
wanted to transfer.”
However, Nottinson said the preexisting group lacked in size and
structure.
Nigerian graduate student Nnadozie Ojiako said ASU is growing under
the new structure and leadership.
“It is something that is still growing
and hopefully it will get stronger over

time,” he said.
Currently, ASU pursues volunteer
work, community services and educational programs. The ASU board
meets every Wednesday to discuss
upcoming events.
Nottinson said in the upcoming
weeks, the organization plans to host
an open forum to engage more students.
The group also recently hosted a
bake sale in Mass Media and Technology Hall to raise money.
ASU is also fundraising to attend
an upcoming event called “Taste of
Africa” at the University of Kentucky.
WKU’s ASU plans to register with
the National African Students Union
(NASU) and plans to reach out to
Africans currently residing in Africa.
WKU’s ASU has existing connections
with the University of Kentucky and
Michigan State University.
“We look up to them, but they are
not our limit,” Nottinson said. “We
want to succeed, and excel more than
they are.”

Nottinson said having ASU at WKU
is important.
“WKU is one of the leading American universities,” he said. “Its campus is diverse and Africans make up a
huge percentage of that international
outreach… Recently, I heard some
Africans wanted to transfer. Why? Because they don’t feel at home. They
don’t feel welcome, because there is
no organization to join.”
ASU treasurer and Nigerian sophomore Michelle Egbujor said ASU
brings people together.
“It’s a chance for people who don’t
know much about Africa to learn
about it,” Egbujor said. “I also like the
fact that it’s a bonding experience for
people who are coming from Africa
so they don’t feel so alone and not
together while they are in a different
country.”
Nottinson said it’s the only place Africans can come together on campus.
“It’s a union,” he said. “Everyone
can feel the unity, feel love and just
feel at home.”

EVIDENCE
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Office of the Chief
Information Technology
Officer broken into
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
A break-in occurred Sunday at the
Office of the Chief Information Technology Officer in Mass Media and
Technology Hall.
Gordon Johnson, chief information technology officer, was the first
to notice the break-in when he came
into his office Sunday evening and
noticed the door to the main office
suite was left open. He noted that
several drawers in the office had
been rifled through.
“It looks like the individual, from
what we can tell, came into all of the
offices,” Johnson said. “All the offices
had drawers open.”
He said the unknown individual
came into the Information Technology Office twice that day. The individual first came in at 6 a.m. Sunday
and then around noon the same day.
Elizabeth Paris, manager, Budgets &
Resources for the Office of the Chief
Information Technology Officer, said
that with Mass Media being a 24/7
facility this is a concern.
“Being a 24/7 building you’re always thinking about that,” Paris said.

Johnson stated that
a procurement card
was stolen from the
office. According to
WKU’s
Guidelines
and Procedures for
the Purchasing Card
System, the card, “is
a tool that reduces
transaction
costs, Gordon
facilitates timely ac- Johnson
quisition of materials
and supplies.”
In simplified terms, the card allows holders to make purchases up
to a certain amount without requiring departmental or board approval.
Capt. Dominic Ossello of the WKU
Police Department said the break-in
was reported to them on Monday.
Since then, WKUPD has gathered
available surveillance footage to aid
them in identifying the perpetrator.
“We’ve got some CCTV footage
we’re reviewing and looking into
possible suspects,” Ossello said.
The CCTV footage the department
was able to review aided them in
identifying a potential suspect.
“We’ve got someone we’re looking
at,” Ossello said.
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Calendar

THURSDAY, APR. 2
Bluegrass Jams
Location: Fraternal Order of Police Lodge,
150 Corvette, View Bowling Green
Time: 5:30 p.m.

Starry Tales for a Winter Night
Location: Hardin Planetarium
Time: 7 p.m.

"Elvis Has Left The Building play"
Location: Phoenix Theatre,
545 Morris Alley, Bowling Green
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Admission: $10-$14

FRIDAY, APR. 3
WKU Softball vs. Florida Atlantic Owls
Location: WKU Softball Complex
Time: 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Admission: $10-$14

"Elvis Has Left The Building play"
Location: Phoenix Theatre, 545 Morris Alley,
Bowling Green
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Admission: $10-$14

Guest Pianist Recital by Melody Ng
Location: Fine arts center recital Hall
Time: 7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, APR. 4
WKU Softball vs. Florida Atlantic Owls
Location: WKU Softball Complex
Time: noon

Test & Tune Drag Racing
Location: Beech Bend Park and Raceway
Time: noon
Delta Spirit with Avid Dancer concert
Location: Cannery Ballroom, 1 Cannery Row,
Nashville, TN 37203
Time: Doors open at 7 p.m., concert starts at 8 p.m.
Admission: $17

"Elvis Has Left The Building play"
Location: Phoenix Theatre, 545 Morris Alley,
Bowling Green
Time: 3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Admission: $10-$14

MONDAY, APR. 6
"Fool for Love" play
Location: Gordon Wilson Lab Theatre
Time: 8 p.m.
Admission: $5

Secular Student Alliance
Location: Downing Student Union, Room 2122
Time: 5 p.m.

Mark & Sarah Berry
Percussion/Cello Duo Recital
Location: Van Meter
Time: 7:30 p.m.

Hilltopper Organization of
Latin American Students Meeting
Location: DSU, Room 2113
Time: 6 p.m.

TUESDAY, APR. 7
Ceramics Sale
Location: DSU, First Floor
Time: 9 a.m.

WKU Softball vs. Murray State
Location: WKU Softball Complex
Time: 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Student Government Association meeting
Location: DSU, Room 2081
Time: 5 p.m.

WKU Baseball vs. Bowling Green Hot Rods scrimmage
Location: Bowling Green Ballpark
Time: 6 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APR. 8
Student Identity Outreach
Location: DSU, Room 2122
Time: 7 p.m.
Thoughts on Pop: The Semiotics of Lingerie Advertising or
Why Does that Model Look Like a Zombie?
The Language of Fashion: Communication, Concept, and the Runway
Performance.
Location: Faculty House
Time: 4 p.m.
Guest Pianist recital by Jennifer Howell
Location: Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center Recital Hall
Time: 7:30 p.m.

Kentucky Live Series: Fruit of the Loom:
Building an Iconic Brand in South Central Kentucky
Location: Barnes & Noble, 1680
Campbell Lane, Bowling Green
Time: 7 p.m.
Presentation: Witness to Innocence Tour featuring
Death Row Exoneree Sabrina Butler Porter
Location: Gary Ransdell Hall Auditorium
Time: 3:30 p.m.
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THURSDAY, APR. 9

EVIDENCE ARGUMENT

"Fool for Love" play
Location:Gordon Wilson Lab Theatre
Time: 8 p.m.
Admission: $5
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he heating plant at the corner of College Heights
Boulevard, its brick chimney towering over the
campus, seems to be both old-fashioned and

space-age. Its huge picture window displays gleaming,
colorful guts to passing students and people parking at
Parking Structure 1. To a stranger winding between the
mammoth green machines inside has the distinct feeling of crawling beneath the belly of a sleeping dragon.
It is warm, and the white noise of respiration creates serenity. In the trained eyes of veteran boiler operators, like
supervisor Johnny Allen, the metal masses are machines
with specific duties: staunch coal boilers that they dismantled when WKU switched to natural gas, the silver
submarine-like condensate tank upstairs and the exterior EPA-compliant contraption that is now for sale on
eBay. Inside this oft-overlooked fortress, Allen and fellow
RIGHT: Johnny Allen,
who has supervised
the heating plant
for three decades,
stands in front of one
of the now-defunct
coal boilers inside
the main room of
the heating plant.
The men received
instructions to render
the coal systems
inoperable, but the
massive structures
are too huge and too
well-integrated into
the plant's structure to remove. The
mammoth green
structures remain unused and untended.

boiler brethren keep the campus warm and functioning.
If everything is running smoothly, no one outside the
steam plant notices, and that's how they like it.

TOP: Boiler technician Milton Montgomery exchanges a
dirty sight-glass tube for an unused tube to get a clearer
look at the contents of the condensate tank. The tank,
which is located on the second-highest level of platform
inside the plant, collects moisture after it is circulated
through the campus steam pipes. Montgomery likes to
keep ahead of the small maintenance tasks inside the
plant and checks sight glasses and rubber gaskets along
with other detailed upkeep, at the beginning of his overnight shifts.
MIDDLE: The heating plant on WKU's campus is often
overlooked, despite its tall brick chimney and giant picture
window. Inside the plant, WKU's boiler technicians and operators regulate three gas boilers and maintain over three
miles of pipeline which heat university buildings.
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Bowling Green freshman Sarah Guthrie applies fake blood
to an attendee's face before the Zombie Walk in Centennial
Mall, on Tuesday. Guthrie, who became involved in the walk
through the theatre department, has been practicing special
effects makeup for three years. The inaugural event, hosted
by Housing and Residence Life, consisted of a one-mile walk
around campus followed by snacks and a costume contest.
LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD

LIFE

THE WALKING

DEAD

ZOMBIFIED students walk around campus

BY MADISON MARTIN

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

O

showed up already costumed for the
ensuing roam around campus.

in the year but kept being put off because of the snow week and spring
break.

Although the Zombie Walk was

to get to do that.”

The walk began at 7:15 p.m., which
was intentional because the sun was
to set at 7:20 p.m. that night.

something they went over in staff

“We want there to be enough sun-

meetings, Byrd was there because he

light where it wouldn’t be a huge risk

wanted to be.

to students participating, but dark

“I like face painting and just the
standing out and looking awesome,”
he said.

enough that it’s still fun,” Blair Jensen,
assistant director for HRL, said.

n the eve of April 1st,

As the ghastly pack enjoyed each

some ghoulish figures

other’s unsightly company, tracks

Paintsville junior Chesi Spriggs did

IDs as well as receive green glow

began to congregate at

like “Thriller,” “Monster Mash” and

her elaborate makeup beforehand

sticks to differentiate themselves

Centennial Mall for WKU’s first Zom-

“Somebody’s Watching Me” pumped

after hearing about the event through

from the rest of campus. They then

bie Walk.

through the spring air.

email.

walked down Avenue of Champions,

Students were able to swipe their

As the sun set, students started

Resident assistant and Franklin ju-

“I am an avid horror movie (fan),”

wrapping around University Boule-

lining up at 6:30 p.m. to have their

nior Adam Byrd said the event, a part

she said, citing her interests in The

vard, and coming back to meet again

faces painted, sponsored by the The-

of Housing and Residence Life’s Geek

Walking Dead and special-effects

at Centennial Mall. There they were

atre and Dance department. Others

Week, had been planned for earlier

makeup. “So this was a perfect chance

SEE WALKING DEAD PAGE B2

BG EATS

'El Rinconcito' authentic from menu to plate
OPINION @WKUHERALD.COM

JOHN
GREER
BG EATS:
Weekly guide
to the BG
restaurant
scene

Situated next to a Great
Clips on Buckhead Square, El
Rinconcito presents a humble
picture. The menu is cobbled
together with tape on the front
window. The inside of this
small Salvadorian joint is very
plain and bare, which seems to
convey that the focus is solely
on the food.
For such a small restaurant, El
Rinconcito offers a surprisingly
wide range of dishes, ranging
from the ubiquitous taco to
lesser-known, traditional fare
like pupusas and sopes.
It is difficult to go wrong
with the selection, especially
with the arra of condiments
available.
Patrons
are
presented with three enticing
options: a vibrant green
chimichurri-esque sauce, a

more subtle and runny tomato
sauce and a heaping bowl of
vinegary slaw.
The cuts of meat tucked
into the tacos were pretty
small but fairly tender and
seasoned well. The slice
of avocado was a pleasant
touch— a sliver of creaminess
that balanced the savory and
spicy flavors. With a sprinkle
of fresh cilantro and the right
use of condiments, they were
more than good.
The pupusa, a doughy masa
cake overloaded with a molten
paste of refried beans and
melted cheese, was warm and
rich. It was an ideal vehicle
for the herby, pungent green
sauce.
The chicken tamale was fine,
a mixture of masa, meat and

SEE BG EATS PAGE B2

Authentic Central American food is served aplenty at El Rinconcito, located at 760 Campbell
Lane. The three page menu is lined with many dishes found south of the border, like this plate
of the bean and cheese pupusa, chicken tamales and beef tacos.
MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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WALKING DEAD
Continued from LIFE

greeted with zombie-themed snacks
like red-blood punch and organshaped candy.
Students weren’t the only ones participating in the event. Craig Taylor,
professor emeritus for sociology, said
the event combined his son’s passions
with his own interests.

My specialty in
graduate school was
deviant behavior."
Craig Taylor,
Professor Emeritus for sociology

“My specialty in graduate school was
deviant behavior,” he said. “It’s a fascinating movement, and I just want to
be around it. It’s really vital and vibrant
and it’s what’s happening.”
Taylor’s face was covered in tones of
gray and sickly green. To accomplish
the look, he spent 45 minutes applying liquid latex, grease paint and
Kleenex in layers for texture. He said
his late wife taught stage makeup in

BG EATS

Continued from LIFE

spices wrapped in a husk and cooked to a
grainy mash. The soft and savory filling was
comforting, if not particularly flavorful.
Cutting through the crunchy hunk
of fried masa that formed the base of
the sope was a difficult task, even with
fork and knife. Yet accessing its layers
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addition to other theater courses.
“We were in theatre all the time, and
so I’ve always been doing this kind of
thing, so whenever the opportunity
comes to get in and be a part of it, I do
it.”
Jensen said that Geek Week arose
after an overwhelming interest in the
first Comic Book Ball they hosted for
students last year.
“It was more successful than we
thought it was going to be, and we had
a much bigger crowd than we were
anticipating,” she said. “We wanted to
expand that in more offerings, so that’s
how we came up with the whole week
of events.”
Like others attending the event, Taylor said the offerings piqued his curiosity.
“I want to see how far out people go,
in terms of dressing up and so forth,”
he said.
Jensen hoped that this could become
a tradition along with the Comic Book
Ball, which is being held Thursday in
the Downing Student Union Nite Class.
Louisville is known for their annual
Zombie Attack walk that draws thousands of people to roam every year.
“This is kind of an extension of that.
This is WKU’s version,” Jensen said.

of warm refried beans, sour cream and
tender strips of beef was well worth
the effort. A slice of ripe tomato and
crunchy slaw added a dose of acid and
texture to a simple, yet complex dish.
El Rinconcito is the most authentic
Latin American restaurant on this side
of campus. It also happens to be one of
the tastiest and cheapest, and certainly
merits a visit.

Henderson freshman Sierra Cardin made-up her own face for the Zombie Walk held by Housing and Residence Life in Centennial Mall, Tuesday, March 31. She said she likes zombie
related things and thought the walk would be fun. LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD
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Brown Bag informal lectures conclude
BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Brown Bag series encourages students and faculty
to “brown bag it” and bring
their own lunch while discussing academic subjects,
cultivating a relaxed environment rather than a formal
setting.
Brown Bag lectures are a casual way for faculty to present
their research and articles for
feedback, while also educating students on something
they may not know about.
The events started in the
spring of last year led by Judy
Rohrer, director of the Institute of Citizenship and Social
Responsibility.
“Doing research can be an
isolating process and being
able to talk through problems,
concerns and questions with
colleague can help tremendously,” she said. “I have seen
this model of informal brown
bag lunch talks being used
successfully at other institutions and thought we should
institute it here.”
She started out by inviting
faculty from her own department, Diversity and Commu-

nity Studies, but later opened
it to faculty members that
have previously worked with
ICSR and are currently working on interesting research.
There were only three each
semester, and the talk presented on April 1 was the last
of the year. Audra Jennings, assistant professor in the Honors
College, presented “Save Yourself a Bunch of Heartaches:
Disability, Marriage, and Gender in the United States, 19401960.”
Jennings was inspired to
write an article after reading
articles from issues of Spastic Review, an older magazine
for people with cerebral palsy.
She noticed that there was
repeated discussions about
marriage and was inspired by
all the analytical possibilities.
As she ran through what
she had so far, people asked
questions and brought up
relevant points. She spoke
about the two possible
routes she was thinking of
going in for the article, and
listeners discussed points
for each.
Rebecca Schroeder, a sophomore working towards a major in social work, said she attended because it was related

WKU Director of Scholarly Development Audra Jennings presents her research Wednesday, on women suffering
from cerebral palsy, specifically in the 1940s, titled "Save Yourself A Bunch of Heartaches: Disability, Marriage, and
Gender in the United States 1940-1960. ” The talk was a part of WKU's Institute for Citizenship & Social Responsibility brown bag luncheons. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

to her major.
“I try to come to discussions
like this or when speakers attend and talk about ways to
dismantle oppressions, be-

cause of my major,” she said.
Jennings believes these talks
are important because they
help faculty get feedback.
“I think it’s very helpful to

talk through something because sometimes you’re working on your own, and it’s good
to hear from other people,”
she said.

Speech team wins 25th straight title
BY SHELBY ROGERS

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU forensics team hit
a milestone, as their most recent win led to a quarter-century streak.
WKU was awarded the overall team sweepstakes state
champion at the Kentucky Forensic Association State Tournament hosted by University
of Kentucky on Transylvania
University’s campus.
Younger members of the
team ranked highly, despite
competing against others with
years more experience.
Lilly Nellans, a freshman
from Des Moines, became
state champion in editorial
impromptu, placed fourth in

We have lots of really successful seniors on the
team, and being able to be a role model on the
team and in the community like that would be a
great place to be.”

Lilly Nellans,
a freshman from Des Moines

impromptu speaking, quarter-finaled in parliamentary
debate with her partner Nerfertiti Dukes, and ranked as
the 10th place debate speaker.
She said competition weekends mixed hard work and a
lot of fun— award ceremonies
in particular.
“It’s really exciting, especially when they announce

your school first because that’s
what you’re representing that
weekend,” she said.
Director of Forensics Ganer
Newman said he was thrilled
with the results.
“I’m incredibly proud of our
students’ resolve to bring back
the state championship to
the Hill,” he said in a press release for the team. “We cannot

thank our campus community enough for their support.”
The team efforts coupled
with the individual successes
of its members. The team
won 11 individual championships. Darius Wilson, a senior
from Blue Springs, Missouri,
reached a personal milestone
as he garnered three individual state championships.
Nellans said Newman and
senior members of the team
encourage younger speakers
to think of the bigger picture.
“[Newman] rallied around
us being a team that competes
for the team instead of competing for our individual success,” she said. “We have lots
of really successful seniors on
the team, and being able to be

a role model on the team and
in the community like that
would be a great place to be.”
The forensics season continues with this weekend’s national tournament, the American Forensic Association
National Individual Events
Tournament in Portland, Oregon.
Next year, Newman and the
rest of the WKU team will host
the 2016 state tournament.
Newman will become President of the Kentucky Forensic
Association that year, and Nellans said she’s excited for the
event.
“It’ll be a lot of fun to have
the whole Kentucky forensic
community at WKU,” she said.

HRL hosting Geek Week comic book dance
BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

As a part of Geek Week, students will get the chance to
dress up like their favorite superheroes.
Thursday at 7 p.m. is the
Comic Book Ball, hosted in
Downing Student Union Nite
Class. This is the second year
the Comic Book Ball has taken
place. The event will wrap up
Geek Week, a series of events
hosted by Housing and Residence Life.
Sharminic Washington, a

coordinator for HRL, said the
program is a fun change of
pace.
“This program offers students to show their love for
everything comic books and
beyond and is something fun
that is a change from traditional programs,” she said in
an email.
There will be a costume contest, with members of the HRL
program committee as judges.
Prizes will be awarded to the
winners. Refreshments will be
provided.
Blair Jensen, assistant di-

rector of HRL, said it always
draws a crowd and she’s looking forward to the event.
About 50 students attended
the event last year. Jensen said
the previous event invited a
multitude of comic book and
cartoon fans alike.
“We had people dressed
up as Spider-Man, we had
a Batman, we had a Robin,”
she said. “We had two girls
that came dressed as cartoon
characters from ‘Adventure
Time.’”
Jensen hopes that this year’s
ball attracts a bigger crowd.

We had people dressed up as Spider-Man, we
had a Batman, we had a Robin. We had two girls
that came dressed as cartoon characters from
‘Adventure Time.'"

Blair Jensen,
Assistant director of HRL

“It’s sure to be a good time,”
she said. “It’s just meant to be
a fun social activity where students can kind of dance the
night away dressed as their favorite comic book character.”

Preceding the ball, HRL
hosted Zombie Walk in which
students donned zombie
makeup and roamed from
Centennial Mall to the south
end of campus and back.
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Another cancellation pushes softball home opener to Friday
BY HUNTER FRINT

With the Lady Toppers already sitting on a staggering
14 games that have been cancelled due to the weather and
ensuing field conditions, the
two postponements bring that
tally even higher.
However, Head Coach Amy
Tudor and her team remain
focused on finishing out their
inaugural conference slate as
strong as they started.
“We need to continue to
head in the right direction as
we enter into April,” Tudor
said. “It is our last month for

SPORTS@WKUHERAL.COM
The Lady Topper’s attention
turns to Florida Atlantic as
WKU’s doubleheader against
Tennessee State, originally
scheduled for Wednesday was
rescheduled for April 15.
The same time slots remain
for the postponed matchups—the first game starting
at 5 p.m. at the WKU Softball Complex and the second
starting at 7 p.m.

conference.”
Now, a three-game series
with Florida Atlantic will offer
WKU fans their first look at the
Lady Toppers after 24 games
into the season.
The series begins on Friday
at 4 p.m. with a follow-up
game at 6 p.m. The series will
conclude with a Saturday contest set for noon.
The C-USA clash with the
Owls will feature two teams
in the NCAA Women’s Softball
RPI top 40. The Lady Toppers
are ranked No. 33 with an 18-6,

5-1 C-USA record with Florida
Atlantic ranked close behind
at No. 39 at 25-10-1.
The series pits the two highest ranked C-USA opponents
in the NCAA RPI, and could
offer insight into an important
postseason matchup.
“That’s our focus,” Tudor
said. “To get into conference
[championships] and to go
take care of business.”
Senior pitcher Miranda
Kramer won the C-USA
pitcher of the week title for
the third time in a row this

past week and for the fourth
time in her inaugural season
on the Hill.
The Indiana University, Purdue University Fort Wayne,
transfer ranks third in the nation in total strikeouts with
207, just behind Marshall’s
Jordan Dixon with 209 and
first place Dakota State’s Krista
Menke’s 232 strikeouts.
She is tied for first in the nation with seven shut outs and
ranks No. 10 in the nation in
ERA at 1.06.

FOOTBALL

O-line leadership plays pivotal role in upcoming campaign
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The trenches, or the offensive and defensive line, are
something that the Hilltoppers see as a strength on their
team this season. The entire
starting defensive line will be
returning in 2015 and the offensive trenches will only lose
two players, center Derrick
Stark and right tackle Cameron Clemmons.
“We still have a lot to improve and build upon last
year, but I feel like we are all
coming together,” redshirt junior tackle Forrest Lamp said.
“After these next few weeks,
we should be a formidable
line.”
WKU currently has 15 offensive lineman suited up
in spring practice. The three
returning starters for the
Hilltoppers are left tackle
Lamp, left guard redshirtsophomore Brandon Ray and
right guard redshirt-junior
Darrell Williams. The two vacant spots, center and right
tackle, are being competed
for between 12 players- seven
freshman, two sophomores
and four juniors.
“The young guys are showing a lot of improvement
from day one,” Lamp said.
“The guys coming from
high school are real raw, but
they look good, and they are
stepping up and improving.”
Offensive line coach Neil
Callaway said more senior
players are reaching out to the

WKU freshman offensive lineman R.J. Scaife (71), right, goes head to head with another WKU offensive lineman during the
team's open practice one Wednesday at Smith Stadium. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD
younger teammates.
“We got some older guys
that are doing a good job being mentors and leaders to the
young guys,” Offensive line
coach Neil Callaway said. “We
have others that need to do
better.”
The center position is one
that must remain in constant

communication with the offensive line and the quarterback. One of the most important positions on the high
powered offense of WKU is up
in the air between two different players: redshirt-junior
Max Halpin and redshirtfreshman Dennis Edwards.
Currently, Edwards leads the

race as Halpin returns from
injury.
“It all starts with the snap,”
Callaway said. “It all starts
with having a good centerquarterback exchange. Then,
out line of scrimmage, we all
have to make calls and do
things, but it all starts with the
center.”

The right tackle position is
in competition now—the only
players that recorded a start
at the position last year were
Clemmons and Williams. With
Clemmons gone, and Williams
filling the guard position, right
tackle will be an interesting
development for WKU during
spiring practice.

TRACK AND FIELD

Dasor, Sears lead Hilltopper charge into Florida

BY ALEXUS RICHARDSON

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

This weekend the No. 25 WKU men’s
track and field program will travel with
their female counterparts to compete
in what Head Coach Erik Jenkins described as one of the more elite meets
in the country: the Florida Relays in
Gainesville.
This meet will include thousands of
athletes from the collegiate level and
even fields entries at the high school
level. WKU men’s and women’s will begin competition on Friday and finish
on Saturday.

“The Florida Relays are a very selective meet, especially for the relays—
you better be good to be running in
those relays.” Jenkins said. “We’re
grateful to have the opportunity for a
solid presence at these bigger meets. It
only helps us across the board.”
Some of the NCAA’s top men’s programs will be in competition, including host school No. 2 Florida, No. 8
Georgia, No. 11 Alabama, No. 15 Penn
State, No. 16 Tennessee, and No. 22
Kentucky.
WKU track and field is a rather small
team in terms of roster size, but has
had crucial performances from sev-
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eral newer members of the program,
including sophomores Ventavius Sears
and Emmanuel Dasor.
Sears and Dasor were major factors in WKU’s first Conference USA
indoor championship just months
ago.
Dasor alone earned the Hilltoppers
26 points in the championships in February by sweeping the 200-meter dash.
He set a new personal record of 21.10
seconds, winning him an individual
crown. His time was the second fastest
in program history.
Last year, Sears was named most
outstanding freshman in the Sun Belt

Conference after he scored points in
four different events in the championships.
After running in a 4x400 and a 4x100
at the NCAA outdoor championships,
Sears was able to reach a fourth and
fifth place win for the Hilltoppers,
putting them which made WKU the
only non-SEC school at the NCAA’s to
do so.
“You might not know us when we
show up, but you will respect us when
we leave,” Jenkins said. “Always take
that attitude because if its not a perfect
day people will respect it. “
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USA basketball sheds light on WKU
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Basketball
season
may have ended for
the Lady Toppers two
weeks ago, but with
the announcement of
postseason accolades
underway, the program is bringing in
one last batch of honJONAH
ors for the 2014-2015
PHILLIPS season.
Senior
Chastity
Gooch, the reigning C-USA Player
of the Year, was named an Associated Press All-American Honorable
Mention selection on Tuesday. This
notches the second All-America
mark in Gooch’s time on the Hill.
She was named a WBCA All-American honorable mention last season
as well.
On Wednesday, sophomore Kendall

FOOTBALL

Continued from SPORTS
names such as redshirt seniors linebacker Nick Holt and defensive back
Wonderful Terry.
Head Coach Jeff Brohm expects big
numbers again from the offensive side
of the ball this year, but it will be the
stability of the defense that the Hilltoppers will have to maintain to get to
their ultimate goal.
“I think we’re gonna be improved,”
Brohm said. “I think we’re gonna have
more beef up front. We’re trying to get
more size and strength. We’ve seen that
in the numbers in the weight room. We

BASEBALL

Continued from SPORTS
weekend, Head Coach Matt
Myers is not concerned with
the team’s mentality and work
rate.
“Momentum—it’s funny—
in college baseball it can
come and go in one game,
but I think the body of work
that we put in over the last
three weeks needs to overover
come UAB,” Myers said.
“Everyone always looks at
the last game, and unfortunately, the UAB weekend
has now overshadowed the
great game that we had with
Kentucky.
“If we would have come out
and taken care of business, everyone would be saying ‘wow,
what a great week.”
Louisiana Tech is currently
last in the Conference-USA
standings. The team is currently 1-7 in conference play
with the only win coming
in a 2-1 victory over Southern Mississippi. However,
the Bulldogs are particularly
strong at home this season
with an 8-3 record in Ruston.
Myers said while it is important for WKU to score
early when they are on the
road, it is the pitching staff
that opens up offensive opportunities for the Hilltoppers to be successful down
the stretch.
“When you are on the road
I think your pitching staff
has got to be the one,” Myers said of who set the tone
of the team. “I think at UTSA
we grabbed a lead in

Noble was named one of six finalists
for the WBCA National Defensive Player of the Year.
For Noble the honor comes after being named C-USA Defensive Player of
the Year—averaging 10.9 points, 7.4
rebounds, 4.6 assists, 3.1 steals and .8
blocks per game in her inaugural CUSA campaign.
Her conference nod marked the
third-straight season a Lady Topper
had received the conference’s defensive player of the year award, with
Gooch nabbing the two previous honors in WKU’s final seasons in the Sun
Belt.
News from the program didn’t stop
there as the Lady Toppers made international headlines on Tuesday when
Head Coach Michelle Clark-Heard
was named a 2015 U.S. Pan American
Women’s Basketball Team assistant
coach.
The games are set to take place July

16-20 in Toronto where Clark-Heard
is set to join fellow Assistant Coach
Scott Rueck of Oregon State and
Head Coach Lisa Bluder of the University of Iowa.
For Heard, the honors come after
posting the C-USA’s first ever 30-win
season, receiving the league’s coach
of the year nod and being named a
finalist for the 2015 Pat Summitt Trophy.
USA basketball made the announcement on Tuesday, but the roster is yet
to be filled. Trials take place May 14-17
to fill the 12-player roster, with training commencing at the U.S. Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
After posting back-to-back conference championships—one in their final Sun Belt Conference tournament
and the second in their inaugural CUSA campaign—the Lady Toppers
followed up with back-to-back first-

round exits in the NCAA tournament.
The first exit came as a 15 seed with
an 87-74 loss to Baylor, who ended up
one win shy of a Final-Four run, and
the second came just weeks ago as a
12 seed to Texas, who lost in the third
round with a staggering score line to
Final Four team and No. 1 overall seed
Connecticut 105-54.
These honors do what Athletic Director Todd Stewart wanted for the
program and all WKU athletics when
he packed up and moved shop to CUSA—gain exposure and bring WKU
to the national limelight.
With the help of the winningest
coach, in her first three seasons,
than any other Lady Topper head
coach, and two of the greatest players to ever wear the red and white,
Chastity Gooch and Alexis Govan,
new heights are being reached that
may not have seemed possible just a
few years ago.

need to develop some secondary play
that we feel good about.”
Holt said there are many things the
defense has to differently this year.
"We're doing tackling drills at the
beginning of practice for ten minutes
every practice and a lot more guys are
getting reps and experience,” he said.
“It helps going against one of the best
offenses in the country day in and day
out.”
Much success in 2015 hinges on the
shoulders of Defensive Coordinator
Nick Holt, father of the senior starting middle linebacker for WKU. Holt
enters his third season as DC on the
Hill, retaining his job after the histor-

ically bad season last year. In 2013, he
led the Hilltoppers defense to a final
regular season ranking of No. 14 in
total defense and No. 10 in pass defense.
Brohm remains confident that Holt
can lead WKU to a better season in
2015. If he can, the combination of a
high powered offense and veteran defense can be one that yields great success in FBS Division I football.
“We need to get a little more physical in the run game, so we are concentrating on good pad level drills, board
drills, some one-on-one competition
type of drills,” DC Holt said. “We’re
learning to compete and finish things

and kind of grinding it out, getting a little more physical style of play. A lot of it
is our guys getting a little bit bigger and
stronger, and I think that will help out,
really concentrating on some good
fundamentals, getting good starts,
striking blockers, getting off blockers
and running towards the ball.”
With redshirt senior quarterback
Brandon Doughty and a host of other
significant players in their final season
at WKU, the time for winning is now.
“We’ll get better because we have a lot
of guys coming back, and we are a year
older,” DC Holt said. “We improved at
the end of last year, and we just have to
keep that momentum rolling.”

those games early and just
kind of rolled from there, but
on the road you’ve really got
to be able to pitch and then
allow your offense to take it
for you.”
The matchup could possibly feature high-scoring contests as both teams have ERA’s
above 4.54. Both teams also
can hit the baseball. The Bulldogs have five players with
a batting
g average
g over .273
while the Hilltoppers have six.
Power hitting could prove
the difference. WKU currently has 21 home runs on
the season compared to
the Bulldog’s seven.
If the games were to remain close down the wire,
Myers believes the WKU
bullpen is in a better position now more than any
other point in the season to close out a game
strong.
“Our bullpen stands a
lot better now, game 26,
than games 1-10," Myers
said. "We are a lot more
consistent, the weather
has allowed us to be a
lot more consistent,
the guys are fitting in
their roles really well
now and everybody is
making appearances
so I think our team
believes if we get to
our bullpen, we are in
pretty good shape.”
The series will be
critical to the success of a Hilltoppers team that has
battled inconsistency this season;

defeating a ranked Mississippi State team on the
road and a talented Kentucky team just last week,
but dropping match-ups
against the likes of Evansville and Belmont.
Myers is looking to the pitching staff, as well as his group of
seven seniors, to provide stability for the team as it hits the
road.

“You’re senior class—you
have to make sure they are
consistent no matter what the
scenario, the environment, or
the competition, because they
will set the tone,” Myers said.
Seniors Ryan Church and
Cody Wofford have the capabilities of setting the tone as
Myers has suggested.
Church holds a .260 batting
average after 104 at bats while
g
Wofford holds a .231 average
after 104 at

bats with a .365 slugging percentage. Though, freshman
Kaleb Duckworth still leads
the Hilltoppers with a batting
average of .300 after 60 at bats
with a .600 slugging percentage.
“This past weekend I think
our seniors were up and
down, and they know that. I
think it is about our seniors
getting out there Friday and
g
g to where we need
get us g
going
to be going.”
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» BEYOND THE ARC: The Lady Topper basketball team is
bringing in one more batch of honors as the NCAA college
basketball season draws to a close.

WKU linemen participate in full contact drills during the team's open practice Wednesday at Smith Stadium. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD
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Defense remains biggest question mark
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE

fourth best offensive attack in the nation.

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

However, a squad that ranked 122 out of 128 teams in to-

The road to a Conference USA title is a long journey full
of trials and tribulations. Last season, the WKU football
team’s inaugural season in C-USA featured some suc-

tal defense gave up 39.9 points per game last season and
ranked dead last in C-USA.
Now the year is 2015. WKU returns nine starters on defense, which include its entire defensive line and notable

cess towards the team’s goal, with an 8-5 record led by the

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE B5

BASEBALL

Tops look forward
to Louisiana Tech
BY JOHN REECER

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU baseball team (13-13) will play its fourth Conference-USA series on the year this weekend with match-ups
against the Louisiana Tech Bulldogs (11-13) in a three-game
matchup in Ruston, Louisiana starting on Friday at 6 p.m.
The Hilltoppers go into the match-up fresh off a three-game
series against UAB in which the Blazers defeated WKU in all
three games. The Bulldogs are coming off a 17-12 victory over
Grambling State.
“Friday night we need (Ryan) Thurston to be Thurston, and
on the other end I would like our offense to come out and win
the first three innings, so then we have the lead and the team is
thinking ‘here we go,’" Myers said.
"You don’t want to be in a situation on Friday where you are
down and you’re thinking ‘oh crap, how are we going to fix this.'
Yet even with the series sweep at the hands of the Blazers last
weekend, Head Coach Matt Myers is not concerned with the Senior infielder Ryan Church prepares to catch a ball during the game against the University of Kentucky
at the Bowling Green Ballpark, Tuesday March 24. The Hilltoppers won with a final score of 12-3.

SEE BASEBALL PAGE B5
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